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NOTE ON THE MEAN-AREA OF THE PRISMOID AND SOME 
ASSOCIATED THEOREMS. 

By PROF. W. H. ECHOLS, Charlottesville, Va. 

1. A prismoid is here defined to be the solid which is cut out between 
two fixed parallel planes by a right line moving according to any law, which 
however finally returns to its initial position. 

The closed curves traced in the fixed planes are called the bases of the 
prismoid. The section of the solid by any plane parallel to the base planes 
is termed a " cross-section " or simply a " section." 

If a second straight line passes through a fixed point in one of the base 
planes and moves so as to be always parallel to the first straight line, it cuts 
out a cone between the base planes. This cone is called the " director-cone " 
of the prismoid. Evidently the geometrical figure of the prismoid is com- 
pletely determined when the bases and director-cone are known. 

2. The " mean-area " of the prismoid, is that area whose product by the 
length of the prismoid (the distance between the planes of the bases) is the 
volume of the solid. In other words, it is the average or mean value of all 
the cross-sections of the solid. 

The most familiar expression giving the mean-area, is that due to Newton, 
the well known so-called " prismoid-formula," 

Q = (_B1 + B2 + 43A) 1 

wherein B1 and B2 are the areas of the bases and X the area of the section 
mid-way between the bases. This is, however, not a prismoid-formula; since 
it is the expression for the mean-area of all solids whose cross-section areas 
are cubic functions of their lengths, while the prismoid is a sQlid whose sec- 
tional area is a quadratic function of its length, consequently since (1) is 
applicable to solids of higher order than prismoids, we reject this expression 
as a " prismoid-formula." 

The expression for the mean-area 
Q= (B1 + B2) - A, (2) 

wherein A is the area of the base of the associate cone, is, I believe, due to 
Koppe and seems to be the first prismoid-formula found. This formula in 
connection with (1) easily furnishes the value 

Q=?X+A. (3) 
ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS. Vol. IX, No. 1. 
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In this form the mean area has been used by engineers for computing earth- 
work volumes. The writer's first acquaintance with it thus employed was in 
the lectures to engineering students at the University of Virginia in 1880. 
This is a two-term formula, but it involves an extraneous area, that of the 
director-cone base, which is not a section of the solid. 

In 1881, Dr. Halsted published the formula 

Q-i (B- + 3 Sh) (4) 

-i(3S1+ B2), 

wherein S,, S1 are the areas of sections distant i and * the length of the solid 
respectively from the end B1 towards B2. In his Aen8uration, p. 130, Ed. 
1890, the author remarks upon this formula as being " the first and only two- 
term prismoidal formula ever printed." 

It is the object of the present note to show that there are an unlimited 
number of such two-term formula, involving sections of the prismoid only. 

3. Consider a prismoid, project it orthogonally on a plane parallel to the 
bases. Let the straight line B1B2 be the projection of the straight line which 
generates the curved surface of the prismoid, the points B1 and B2 being the 
projections of the points where the straight line intersects the planes of the 
bases. Evidently any plane parallel to the bases cuts this generator in a point 
so that the intercepts between this plane and the bases are in constant ratio, 
as are also their corresponding projections. Let P be the projection on the 
line B1B2 of the point in which the generator pierces any such thiud plane. 
The point P divides the line B1B2 (externally or internally as the case may be) 
in constant ratio, say rm/n, so that if B1B2- 1, then B1P = ml/(m + n) - jl 
and PB2= nl/(m + n) u7. 

As the generating line cuts the prismoid out between the planes of its 
bases, the points B1 and B2 trace closed curves equal and parallel to these 
bases in the plane of projection, and the cross-section traced in the plane 
parallel to the bases is equal to the curve traced by P. Consequently we need 
only consider the figures in the plane of projection. To express the area of 
any cross-section whatever, in terms of the bases is then merely to quote 
Elliott's extension of Holditch's theorem, which may be briefly deduced as 
follows:- 

Let the line B1B2 move through the angle dO to a consecutive position. 
Let i be the distance from B1 to the contact of the moving line with its en- 
velope. Then, indicating areas by capitals, we have 

dB2- dB1 =I ( + 1)2 do A2do 

-At dO + dA, 
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writing dA1 for i RdA. Also 

dP - dB - i (A + Ld)2 dCIO - j2do 

- yijldo + Iy2dA. 

Whence, at once by elimination of A do, remembering that u + - 1, 

dP -d-B, + dB2 - pdA . 

Integrating for a complete circuit, that is from the initial to the final position 
of the line, we have 

P -= B1 + ,-B2 -vA 

wherein P is the area of the cross-section dividing the interval between the 
planes of the bases (externally or internally) in the ratio rn/n, B1 and B2 

are the areas of the bases and A =fil2do is the area of the base of the 
director-cone. 

4. It is not necessary in the general treatment that we should consider 
BA and B2 to be the extreme sections (or bases) of the prismoid; so let us 
consider B1 and B2, as above, to be merely S1 and 82, any selected reference 
sections distant apart A, and proceed to determine the mean area of a prismoid 
whose bases are at distances from 81 equal to xh and yh respectively, whose 
length will then be (y - ) 11, x and y being respectively the inferior and 
superior limits of 1u. 

We have for the mean-area between these limits 

by Y 
1 X dy 

1 
_ fX (,Su1 + /yS2- /ALA h) d/ 

?[1 + (82-81-A)1u 
+ 

U2A h] di 

= [i 2Y~s +? +Ys2? 
[X2+yI+Y2i8 +Yj+h (5) 

which is a symmetrical function of the limits. 
Those real values of x and y which satisfy 

2 + Xy + y2 3(X+ y) 0, (6) 
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give two-term prismoidal formulae in terms of the cross-sections Sj and S2. 
The cone base Ah corresponds to the sections 81 and 82 having altitude equal 
to the distance between their planes. If this be h and II, the altitude of the 
prismoid whose mean area we have found, then the base of the corresponding 
director-cone is determined by 

Ahrhl2 1 
AxHLHJ &yx)2 

The above equality is the equation to an ellipse referred to rectangular 
axes of x and y. The center is x = i, y -, and the equation when trans- 
ferred to center and axes turned through 7r/4 is 

x2 y2 

1 /2 + 3/2 

The maximum and minimum values of y in (6) are at the points (x = 0, 
y -3/2), (x = 1, y = - 1/2), and those of x are the same interchanging x 
and y. Therefore, for any value of x whatever between - 1/2 and + 3/2 
inclusive, we have a section S1 with a corresponding section 82, furnished by 
the y corresponding to x in (6), such that the mean-area of the prismoid is 
given by the two-termed formula* 

Q 1 + I Y1 + +YS2 (7) 

Dr. Halsted's formula is the particular case furnished by putting in the 
extreme values of x or y. Thus if x - 4 and y + 1, we have 

-Q - -4A 81 + i 82, )(8) 

and now S2 is the base B2 and S. the cross-section at i the length from S2. 
The only other case which seems worthy of notice, is that in which S, and S2 
are the cross-sections which are equidistant from the ends of the prismoid. 
Thus if Jibe the length of a prismoid it is easy to see that if we impose the 
condition that y - 1 = a, we derive the mean-area formula 

D2 _ i (SI + S2), )(9) 

wherein S, and 82 are distant from the ends an amount 

V 3- 1-110.21141T. 

* Those values of x between - i and 0 (inclusive) furnish all of the two-term formuhe, wherein 
S1 and S2 are actual sections of the prismoid between its bases. 
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This may be regarded then as the simplest of all the two-term formulhe. 
A general formula in terms of sections equidistant from the ends may at 

once be written by putting x - q, y - 1 + q, whence 

Q = (S1 + S2) + [1 + + ]A )2' (10) 

Particular cases are 

(q 1) (Q -(1 + 82) + * A11) 

in which the sections are distant * H from the ends. 

(q_) Q ( + 82) + I Ay (12) 
the sections being distant I If from the ends. 

(q _ i) j (Si + S2) - TV AyE (13) 
the sections being distant H H from the ends. 

Evidently as q becomes smaller the formula converges to Koppe's old 
form (2). 

In like manner we mav write a formula involving the mid-section and one 
base. For, let x a, y -+ a; then 

Q -X?+ Ah 

_ ll+ -twAX 
the old form (3). 

5. Any two-term formula (7) being independent of the director-cone, gives 
the following curious theorem:- 

A straight line moving so as to intersect the boundaries SI and S2, from 
an initial position back to that position, cuts out between the planes of the 
bases of that prismoid a volume which is always the same whatever be the 
manner in which the line moves between its initial and final position. Thus 
all prismoids (7) whose curved surfaces pass through the boundaries of S, and 
S2 and whose bases are in the planes determined by x and y, have the same 
volume. 

6. As in ? 3, consider the line B1PB2. From any point in its plane 0 
draw OB - OB2 r2, OP- o. Then, letting B1B2 = 1, we have, by a 
theorem of elementary geometry 

p 2- )21 + /r22 _Vt2, 

and the above theorems of mean-value hold true with regard to the mean value 
of ()2, mutatis mutandis. 
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7. Again, as the line B1B2 turns through dO, the points B1, B2, and P de- 
scribe elementary arcs, d81, d82, and da, and it may easily be shown that 

(d = (ds,)2 + /1 (d82)2 ->a (da)2, 

wherein da is the corresponding elementary arc of the boundary of the base 
of the director-cone. The theorems of mean-value apply also to the mean- 
value of (da)2, with the necessary changes of interpretation. 

8. Let us apply the same method to determine the mean ordinate to the 
parabola 

y -2 2+ 2ax? + b, 
in any interval I taken on the x-axis. 

Let y' and Y2 be any ordinates distant apart 1. Let y be any ordinate 
which divides the interval I in the ratio m/n so that the abscissa of y is x1 + Ail 
or 2- v1. We have 

y _ (X1 + Itl)2 + 2a (x1 + At) + b 

= Yi + 21-dx, + ,212 + 2apld, 

y _ (x2 - vl)2 + 2a (X2 - d) + b 

=Y-- 2-2vx2 + p2l2 - 2avl. 

Eliminating a between these we get 

Y VY1 + /'Y2 - ,l2 

Yi + (Y2 - Yi - 12) t + ,i212 

Determining the mean value of y in the interval xI + p1, xI + qi, or 
l = (p - q) 1, we have 

Y p U EYI + (Y2-y,-l2), +,Y _t] do 

_p 
01S+qjy+ q )2Y 

+U + )~q + q 2 p + q _2 
(4 

L 2 ~~, 2 + _ 1_(14) 

in which the square on the interval I is the area associated with the parabola 
in the same manner that the base of the associate cone is associated with the 
prismoid. For example, we eliminate l by giving p and q, values which 
satisfy 

p2+pq+q2- (p +q)=O, 

obtaining the mean ordinate in interval l, in terms of two ordinates. 
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In (14) put p + c, q - c, we have 

Yr =/ Y + XX 1, 

wherein y' is the ordinate at the middle of the interval 1. This remarkable 
little formula I have not seen elsewhere, surely it must be known. From it 
follows a mensuration rule. If the area of a curve be desired throughout an 
interval I and i_ be divided into n irregular intervals 11, . .. , len and the ordi- 
nates at the middle of these intervals by Yl, . . y Y., then the area is 

n n 
1 1 

which is exact when the curves are parabolae throughout the subintervals. If 
the subintervals are equal, 

D-/'Yr + iXTJ 

As an example of theorems which flow from these results we may enun- 
ciate the following:- 

Let AB, CD be the right-angled diameters of the great circle of a sphere 
with center 0. Draw the tangents at A and B. With A and B as centers 
and radii A C and BC draw arcs cutting the 
tangents in A' and B'. Draw A'O and B'O A A 
cutting the circumference in C1 and C2. Let 
(CI) and (C2) be the circles on the sphere C 
through Ci and C2 with centers on AB. \ 
Then, 

Any right line moving on the circles (C1) C o 
and (C2), starting from any given position 
and returning to that position, cuts out a C 
solid between the tangent planes at A and C2 
B whose volume equals that of the sphere, 
whatever may be the manner in which the B' B 
line moves between its initial and terminal 
position. Particular cases are, the cone with vertex 0, the cylinder, and the 
hyperboloids of revolution. This theorem is an interesting generalization of 
the famous old Archimedian theorem of the cylinder and the sphere. 

9. One of the most familiar as well as the most useful of the theorems of 
mean value is Newton's theorem for the cubic (Methodus Differentialis) which 
is given in (1). Let us apply this method to the generalization of this theorem. 

Let 
y -*3 + aX2 + bX + c (15) 
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be any cubic function. Let (xly,), (x2y2), (X3y3) be any fixed values. Let 
-2 = 11 X3 - =2. Let x and y be current values and let 

= XI + _P41 X2 +ql11 

=X3 + 812 = 2 + r12 

Form four equations by substituting these values for x in (15), and elimi- 
nate a and b from them. Whence results 

(pql2 rs 122) y = rpql2 + rsq22Y- (pq8l12 + rsp122)y2 

-rspq 112 122 (11 + 12) . (16) 

Remembering that p - q = 1, r - 8 - 1, and qlI = r12, (16) becomes 

y = rpkjy3 + r8k2yI - P8Y2 - p8qJl2l2, (17) 

wherein we have written ki - 1/(l1 -t 12) and k2 = 12/(11 + 12) for brevity. 
Eliminating r, p, and 8 and writing p 11/12, we have 

y = (q + q2)opky3 + (pq2 - q) -2Y (pq2 + p 1 q -)y, 
- (pj + - 1q2 -q) 1212. J 1q- )Y 
(0 q3 + p10 q2 _q) 112 12 . 

The mean value of y between the limits q --u and q = v, is 

U 

=M- dq 

= (*82 + iSI)pkly3 + (WoS2- I-),42Y1 (ipS2 + p-1 j81 -)Y2 

-(+pS3+p-1o S2 iS1)l1212 (18) 

wherein 
83 U3 + U2V + UV2 + V3 

S -U2 + UV + V2 

SI U + V. 

We may write (18) 

YMf Apkjy3 + Bok2y1 + Cy2 + D11212. 

If we give u and v the values which satisfy the cubic equation 

D -O, 

in u and v. Then we have three-term formule for the mean ordinate of the 
cubic. If we give to u and v the values where the cubic crosses the second 
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degree curve A = 0 B 0, or C 0, then we derive two-term formulhe for 
the mean ordinate of the cubic. 

In particular, put o 1, Al -2 - and v = a, v -- a. Then 

ym=1-a2(yiy3 ( a2)y2 Ym H (Y1 + Y3) + 1 *a)Y2- 

If a - 1 we derive Newton's formula 

Yew-1W (Y1 + Y3 + 4Y2), 

and if we put a2 - 3 we derive the remarkable formula 

Ym = i (Y1 + Y3) - 

But in this 1 the length between the limits is 2a1 and the distance of x1 and 
x3 front the limits is 

a -1 1/3 - I 
2 a 2 ,//3 

Therefore the same formula which we found for the quadratic (9) holds as a 
two-term formula for the cubic. We may say then, in regard to the theorem 
at the end of ? 8, that not only do all ruled surfaces passing through the cir- 
cles ((i) and (C,/2) cut out the volume of the sphere between the tangent planes 
at A and 13, but so also do all cuboids passing through these circles. 

10. Writers of elementary text-books on mensuration are too apt to forget 
that Gauss and Jacobi have touched this subject and that there is little chance 
for anything new. The best that we can do is to follow behind them and pick 
up such trifles as they have overlooked. Gauss has demonstrated (Werke III, 
203) that the area of any rational integral function of degree 2a - 1 may be 
expressed in terms of 7i properly chosen ordinates. The position of these 
ordinates having been shown by Jacobi to have for abscissae the roots of the 
equation 

I > [(X - ) (X 
)n - o r d XJ_ 

the area interval being x p, x - q. The substitution of these roots in La- 
grange's interpolation formula and subsequent integration produces the desired 
result.* Applying this method to the few simple cases, we have 

10. Cubic. 2m - 1 - 3, n - 2. If 'a and v be the limits then 
r d 1/, 2 
LX (d _ u)2 (XZ __V)2 0 

gives = _ + v) ? 

* See Boole's Finite Differences, p. 53. 
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and the mean ordinate between it and v is 

Yrn i (Yi + ?12), 
verifying the result in ? 9. 

2?. Quintic. 2n 1- 5, n 3, 

rd3 
(X _ -u )3 (X _V)3, 

gives as the position of the ordinates, 

x = -(u + v), 

X j('t + v) j(u -V) 1J/3 

corresponding to 21 y3, y3, respectively, and the mean ordinate between u and 
V is 

8?t184 ( Y1 + Y 3 + -5 Y2) 

30. The mean ordinate of the seventhic is interesting, we have 

-<dl 4(X U)4 (X V)4-0 

furnishing 
X - (Ula V) +- 1 (?t - ) lF/3 -+ I/1 71- 6 

and the mzean ordinate is 

Y?}l (Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4) /- M1 (Y1 -- Y2 + Y4 Y3) 

y, and y4 being the extreme ordinates. The striking resemblance of this to 
the ordinary rule vith Poncelets correction is noticeable, for 1/1715/42 1/168 
- 1/13.145 differs but little from Poncelets' 1/12, while the spacing of the 
ordinates 0.07, 0.33, 0.67, 0.93 does not differ much from Poncelets' 1/8, 3/8, 
5/8, 7/8. 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, Jan., 1894. 
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